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Lasting imprints 
Woodcuts, lithographs, etchings and more make their mark 

By Kaizaad Kotwal 
FOR THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH 

uring the past five years, 11 artists have 
participated in printmaking residencies 
at Zygote Press in Cleveland and 
Grafikwerkstatt in Dresden, Germany. 

Works created through the exchange 
program are featured in a lavish 
exhibit at the Riffe Gallery. 

Curated by Nicholas Hill, "Visual 
Dialogues" offers an eclectic celebration of 
prints and multimedia works echoing distinct 
voices. Each artist is represented with a series of 
images showing the evolution of ideas when a 
particular concept or motif is explored. 
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Detail of Urban Rhythms #4 by Larry Wmston Collins Ariadne by Angela Hampel 

In Angela ·Hampel's woodcut 
Ariadne, two faces with chiseled fea
tures are framed against bamboo 
plants. The interplay of black and 
white, and the use of line and space 
are excellent. Ten other Hampel wood
cuts, celebrating humanity and nature, 
are just as powerful. 

Barbel Voigt's vivid tableau Das

Klangfest depicts people in an ethnic 
culture (perhaps African or Middle 
�ile.rn) living modest lives. The
image; l.tke Die Rufer and Der
Weissagende, has random lines and 
scratches that resemble time-ravaged 
photographic negatives. 

Using stones found on trips to the 
Baltic region, Jana Morgenstern makes 
vivid prints and paintings - bold in 
color and stroke. With the stones, she 
makes markings in oil or ink. Works 
such as an untitled one have a primal 
energy. 

Similar in feel are Volker Lenkeit's 
monochromatic lithographs, which 
effectively marry abstraction with 
constructivist elements. 

Joan Tallan's woodcuts are detailed 
and whimsical. Hawaiian Souvenir II
is filled from edge to edge with playful 
images of sunbathers, snorkelers, fish 
and flora. 

With a cartoonlike quality, Claudio 
Orso-Giacone's satirical black-and
white woodcuts focus on greed, social 
excesses, commercialism and other 
issues. 

Form Constants #4 by Wendy Collin 
Sorin is part of a series exploring geo
metric motifs. Inspired by textiles and 
weaving, the drawings are intricately 
woven with just pen work. 

Larry Winston Collins' nine-part 
Urban Rhythms series pays homage to 
city architecture. Collograph prints 
layered with paint, the small panels 
resemble enamel work or highly 

An untitled work by Jana Morgenstern 

► "Visual Dialogues" continues through
April 12 in the Riffe Gallery, 77 S. High St.
Hours: noon to 4 p.m. Sundays, 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. Tuesdays, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Wednesdays
through Fridays and noon to 8 p.m. Saturdays.
Call 614-644-9624 or visit www.riffegallery.org.

glazed ceramic tiles. 
Five large works from Detlef 

Schweiger's Black series use a variety 
of print techniques on the same plane 
- water lithography, etching, mono
type and more. The additional use of
calligraphy and embossed textures
with found objects makes for works
that are simple yet layered.

Susan Squires' works in encaustic, 
oil stick and graphite are small but 
mighty. Italian Geometry, Circling and 

Acceptance all use line and texture to 
create layered works. With scratches 
·and scraping techniques, Squires
wonderfully manipulates the wax and
plays with its translucence and
opacity.

The piece de resistance is a series of
three screen prints by Jean Kirsten.
With the magnolia as inspiration,
Kirsten prints on both sides of the
fabric. There is a world of surface
beauty to explore if one stands a few
inches from the images. Walle away,
and the feeling becomes almost
holographic.

In the lobby is an exhibit of works by 
members of the Phoenix Rising print
making cooperative. Twenty-four 
works by 10 artists show that the 
medium is thriving in central Ohio. 


